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Give yourself a chance
for spiritual growth

   

               Article, photos Wang Zhe-ping

O f late social problems are on the rise, ranging from family relation,

couple relationship, work pressure, economic stress, interpersonal

interaction and so froth, and as the external environment is forcing us to

confront the reality, the pressure within can also be built up gradually.

In light of which, growth group courses have begun to mushroomed, a

host of organizations, such as psychological growth group, self explora-

tion group, interpersonal relationship skill training group, support group

and so forth have been spawned to assist every participant locate a way

out in their lives through group interaction.  Group activities can also be

used in therapy, teaching or combination teaching purposes, with some

group therapies simply there to teach people how to foundationally alter

their thinking, emotion and behavior, and some are principally to edu-

cate or teach members the skill to deal with special problems.  Local pri-

   

Participants follow the lecturer to carry out
stretches to relax the body

    

Head of personnel division Chang Nian-chung introduces spiri-
tual growth group lecturer, instructor Chen Li-kuang

Participants voluntarily accept the lecturer’s hypnosis
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vate businesses, administrative agencies or even military units have of-

ten turn to staging a number of group related courses aiming to excel

members’ spiritual growth through small group activities that would

in turn enhance their working efficiency.

The Coast Guard Administration in a search of excelling the asso-

ciates’ overall spirituality growth, instilling a humanistic care, interac-

tive organizational culture, improving the administrative efficiency, has

had the Human Resources Counseling Division staged four focal themes

of “Turning crisis into niche opportunity - a hypnosis camp”, “Don’t

get entangled with your emotions - find emotional and stress relief”,

“My future isn’t a dream - career management”, “I do know how you

think - an interpersonal communication camp”, in a series of employee

psychological health and growth group camps, with each session sched-

uled for a fifteen-member small group.  Currently, three focus group

programs have been implemented, and a total of six sessions are held,

which are attended by 84 participants that not only provide the mem-

bers with significant psychological help, and Q4 growth group activity

program will soon be implemented in early November.

Despite how the growth groups provide the participants with sig-

nificant spiritual help, unfortunately a number of associates have de-

cline to partake the opportunity of the growth groups, and through

inquiry, some of the reasons for the individuals to shun from partaking

the activities are as follows,

1. I don’t need it

As some tend to think that they are capable of finding solution

for the problems they face, and reckon that the program has been

designed for those that really need help, therefore they tend to

regard that there is no need to participate.

2. Worrying that one’s privacy may be exposed

As many regard telling one’s inner secrets in a group setting

might bring on a naked exposure, they tend to feel uneasy, thus

decline to participate.

3. Wasting time

Some feel that it is a waste of time listening to the leader and

hearing the members sharing their experiences, and would rather

spend time doing something they like to refuse to participate.

4. Lacking company

A majority of them need companions when joining such activi-

ties in order to avoid feeling embarrassed, without the company

of friends, they would choose to forfeit the opportunity.

5. Hectic workload

Some think that they are already beat with the heavy workload

and participating the function will only further delay their work

so they choose to forgo the opportunity.

The growth group program of different focus themes does pro-

vide some firsthand experience and fruitful results at the end of

each session, which are excerpted here to share with all,
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1. Absorbing the growth experience of others

Through group experience sharing, it allows us to derive ways

of doing things; for example, how to interact with one’s better

half and children, means for dealing with difficulties and so froth,

where all such experiences do help one avoid fighting hard with

one’s might before deriving the experience.

2. A chance to explore oneself all over

In group setting, the leader’s guidance can help us reexamine

oneself, ranging from one’s thoughts, concepts and dealings,

means of doing things or whose relationship with friends and

relatives, all of which can be inspired by way of participating

the growth group, which in turn helps to derive a method for

balance one’s soul and mind.

3. Locating a time outlet for pressure relief

We more or less tend to encounter certain stress at work or in

general living, the pressure built up within us not taken care of

tends to lead to greater emotional outburst that could be inad-

vertently unfixable.  Therefore, in the process of member expe-

rience sharing in a small group setting allows an adequate ad-

justment to one’s stress accumulated, and the leader and mem-

ber support also smoothes one’s emotion.

A snapshot of participants concentrate listen-
ing to the lecturer

Human resources division
deputy director Chen Pei-li in-
troduces participants the lec-
turer Yen Chi-hong
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4. Becoming more aware of career planning

We are aware that one needs to develop one’s future, yet few do

truly enforce it.  Thus the leader’s guidance and the member’s

career planning experience sharing could help an individual re-

think every step of one’s future development and readjust one’s

pace for a fresh start.

5. Improving interpersonal relationship and communication

As no one can live along or fight single-handedly, we often need

the assistance of friends or colleagues in general living or at work,

which further highlight the importance of fine communication.

Through small group interaction, it helps one understand one’s

own communication mode, be aware of the personal requisite

characteristics of commanding an interpersonal relationship, and

be able to apply interpersonal communication skills in daily

living, in order to effectively excel one’s interpersonal

relationship.

Group growth programs can indeed help the members achieve

spiritual growth, as members are not only getting  to relieve their

emotion safely in a group setting but could also acquire new

skills in real living.  Furthermore, members could also learn how

to handle their own problems by witnessing similar experience

of others.  In the group activities staged for 2005, with some of

the members being older and some younger, whichever age

group that one falls under, most of the members do come away

knowing themselves better.  With that, the author reckons that

as long as one is conscientious and reflective of the course par-

taken in their mind or memory, I do believe that it would consti-

tute as a form of progress for all the people, things and objects

that one is exposed to.  When you drop your safeguard to par-

take any one of the growth group programs, I am certain that

you will benefit from it in your future life.  A word to share with

you, of associates that not yet have the chance to participate in

the growth group program, why not give ourselves a chance for

experiencing spiritual growth.

(The author is currently with Coast Guard Administration Department

of Personnel)

A snapshot of director
general Deng Kuo-ting
signing in


